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The Adaptation of Portrait of Jennie
─ From Novel to Film, and onto Japanese Girls’ Comics “Shōjo-Manga”
Shuko RAUBER＊
Portrait of Jennie is a fantasy novel by American writer Robert Nathan, published in 1939 and adapted to film in 1948. It
depicts a tragic love story between a depressed young painter and a girl named Jennie who comes to see him by traveling
through time. Inspired by this novel, writers of Japanese girls’ comics produced many stories of time-travel/fantasy/romance in
the 1960s and the 1970s, and those comics were referred to as “Jennie series” or “Legend of Jennie”. The genre of fantasy and
tragic love stories were both favored elements in girls’ comics of that time. This paper aims to examine the adaptation process
of Portrait of Jennie in Japanese girls’ comics to illustrate how the novel and the movie were accepted and reinterpreted in Ja-
pan.
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